Study Highlights**WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?**☑ Recommendations for the design of itraconazole (ITZ) drug--drug interaction (DDI) studies are currently based on the literature review of clinical data, and the existing ITZ physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models were either developed using a top‐down approach or developed with an insufficient mechanistic understanding.**WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?**☑ This study addresses whether it is feasible to build a PBPK model with a better mechanistic understanding to predict pharmacokinetics (PK) and DDIs with increased confidence and subsequently recommend the optimal ITZ DDI study design based on DDI simulations under various scenarios.**WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?**☑ The PBPK model developed in this study describes the PK accumulation of ITZ and hydroxyitraconazole well after repeat dosing of ITZ as a solution and capsule under both fasted and fed states. The model predicted clinical ITZ DDIs with higher confidence; therefore, it can be used to guide clinical DDI study design.**HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?**☑ The study design recommended in this work is based on PBPK simulations and considers formulation, duration of dosing, dose regimen, and food status and largely confirms the design proposed by the Clinical Pharmacology Leadership Group based on the maximal inhibitory effect of ITZ on a new chemical entity in the clinic.

 {#psp412449-sec-0002}

Cytochrome P450 3A (CYP3A) enzymes are often significant contributors to the clearance (CL) of drugs and therefore strong inhibitors that are selective for these enzymes are employed in clinical drug--drug interaction (DDI) studies. Ketoconazole, a strong, selective, and reversible inhibitor of CYP3A, has been widely employed to determine the maximum drug interaction risk with CYP3A substrates. However, ketoconazole can no longer be used in clinical DDI studies because of concerns regarding hepatotoxicity highlighted by the European Medicines Agency[1](#psp412449-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} and the US Food and Drug Administration.[2](#psp412449-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Based on a literature review, the Innovation and Quality in Pharmaceutical Development\'s (IQ) Clinical Pharmacology Leadership Group (CPLG) provided recommendations for best practices when using itraconazole (ITZ) in clinical DDI studies.[3](#psp412449-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} However, as pointed out in the CPLG recommendations, the impact of multiple factors on the extent of DDI, such as the choice of ITZ dosage form, food status, dosing, and duration of ITZ administration as well as the timing of substrate and ITZ coadministration should be further examined and physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling may play an important role in ITZ DDI study design.

Developing a mechanistic PBPK ITZ model is challenging because of the complexity of the pharmacokinetics (PK) and the extreme physicochemical properties of ITZ and its metabolites. Following ITZ administration, CYP3A enzymes, both in the gut wall and the liver, are reversibly inhibited by the parent drug and potentially by the sequentially formed metabolites, hydroxyitraconazole (OH‐ITZ), keto‐itraconazole (keto‐ITZ), and N‐desmethylitraconazole (ND‐ITZ). The formation of these inhibitory metabolites is catalyzed by CYP3A4, which leads to nonlinear PK. The characterization of these inhibitory species *in vitro* is challenging because of their high lipophilicity and low aqueous solubility, and this has resulted in a wide range of reported values for the fraction unbound in plasma (*f* ~u,p~) and liver microsomal preparations (*f* ~u,mic~). Although ITZ PBPK models have been previously developed,[4](#psp412449-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#psp412449-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} these were built using a "top‐down" approach because of the uncertainty in the *in vitro* data required for model construction. More recently published[6](#psp412449-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#psp412449-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} mechanistic models demonstrated acceptable DDI simulation results, but the general applicability is uncertain because of the key *in vitro* data used, e.g., much larger *f* ~u,p~ than the experimentally determined values. In addition, the recommendations for the optimal clinical ITZ DDI study design using a PBPK model with a better mechanistic understanding are expected by pharmaceutical companies and regulatory agencies.

The goal of the current study, conducted by this IQ working group (WG) with members from both Drug Metabolism and Clinical Pharmacology Leadership Groups, was to develop an ITZ PBPK model using newly generated data from 12 member companies to address the gaps in currently existing models with respect to key model input parameters in an effort to increase the confidence in DDI simulations and to enable optimal DDI study design and data interpretation. The recommended practices for clinical DDI studies with ITZ are proposed to enable clinical development, including regulatory interactions and prioritization of clinical studies.[8](#psp412449-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#psp412449-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

Methods {#psp412449-sec-0003}
=======

The model development and verification process is shown in **Figure ** [1](#psp412449-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and detailed in the following sections.

![Itraconazole (ITZ) and hydroxyitraconazole (OH‐ITZ) physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model development and verification process. ADAM, advanced dissolution, absorption, and metabolism; CL, clearance; CYP3A, cytochrome P450 3A; DDI, drug--drug interaction; *f* ~u,p~, free fraction in plasma; *k* ~in~, rate constant from systemic compartment to single adjusting compartment; logP, octanol‐water partitiona coefficient; PK, pharmacokinetics; pKa, acid dissociation constant; *V* ~max~, maximum rate of reaction; *V* ~ss~, volume of distribution at steady state; WG, working group.](PSP4-8-685-g001){#psp412449-fig-0001}

Data collection {#psp412449-sec-0004}
---------------

### Clinical PK data {#psp412449-sec-0005}

ITZ PK data from 24 clinical studies were collected for model development and verification ([**Table S1**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Clinical data included solution and capsule formulations administered under fasted and fed conditions, representing various PK and DDI study scenarios. Five sets[10](#psp412449-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#psp412449-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#psp412449-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#psp412449-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#psp412449-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} of published ITZ clinical PK data were used in model development, and 19 sets of ITZ and OH‐ITZ clinical data from the WG were used to assess model performance. Of these 19 studies, 13 were conducted using the SPORANOX solution of ITZ under fasted conditions and 6 using the capsule (5 under fed conditions and 1 fasted). Most studies used in the model development and verification had both ITZ and OH‐ITZ concentration‐time profiles. Six studies collected from WG also had data for keto‐ITZ and ND‐ITZ.

### Clinical DDI data {#psp412449-sec-0006}

The University of Washington Drug Interaction Database[15](#psp412449-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} was searched for trials in which the *in vivo* inhibition effect of ITZ was \>20%. This list was further narrowed to the following CYP3A4 substrates with a PBPK model available in the Simcyp simulator (Certara UK Limited, Sheffield, UK): midazolam (MDZ), paroxetine, quinidine, repaglinide, simvastatin, triazolam, and zolpidem. Details of the 20 clinical DDI data sets[16](#psp412449-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#psp412449-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#psp412449-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#psp412449-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#psp412449-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#psp412449-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#psp412449-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#psp412449-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#psp412449-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#psp412449-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#psp412449-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#psp412449-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#psp412449-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#psp412449-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#psp412449-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#psp412449-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} are listed in [**Table S2**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Physicochemical properties and *in vitro* data {#psp412449-sec-0007}

Key physicochemical and *in vitro* data were generated for ITZ and its metabolites by the WG. Descriptions of the methods used are provided in the [**Supplementary Material**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

PBPK model development {#psp412449-sec-0008}
----------------------

Using the *in vitro* data (CYP3A4 unbound inhibition constant (*K* ~i,u~) and *f* ~u,p~) and clinical PK data collected by the WG, the potential contribution of ITZ and its three circulating metabolites to the *in vivo* DDIs was evaluated by comparing *in vivo* unbound concentrations with *in vitro* unbound *K* ~i~ values. The results suggest that significant contributions from keto‐ITZ and ND‐ITZ to overall inhibition are low; therefore, these metabolites were not included in the model.

A PBPK model was constructed for ITZ and OH‐ITZ using the Simcyp Simulator V16 (Certara UK Limited). The model input parameters are shown in **Table** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The CL was parameterized with Michaelis--Menten kinetics, and volume of distribution at steady state (*V* ~ss~) for both ITZ and OH‐ITZ was predicted from *in vitro* data. The absorption model was built using *in vitro* biopharmaceutical data and refined using clinical data in a mixed "bottom‐up" and "top‐down" approach. The ability of the model to predict the PK of ITZ and OH‐ITZ after single and multiple oral doses of ITZ in either solution or capsule formulation in the fasted and fed states was verified using the clinical data submitted by the WG ([**Table S1**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The model\'s ability to capture DDIs between ITZ and a set of CYP3A4 substrates was verified using published clinical data ([**Table S2**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

PBPK Model Input Parameters for ITZ and OH‐ITZ

  Parameter                                        Itraconazole (ITZ)   OH‐Itraconazole (OH‐ITZ)                                                                                    
  ------------------------------------------------ -------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- --------------------------------------------------
  MW (g/mol)                                       705.6                                                                                                                721.7        
  logP~o:w~                                        4.9                  WG                                                                                              4.1         WG
  Compound type                                    Monoprotic base                                                                                                      Mono‐base    
  pKa1                                             3.64                 WG                                                                                              4.0         WG
  B/P                                              0.6                  WG                                                                                              0.55        WG
  f~u,p~                                           0.0015               Di *et al*. 2017[38](#psp412449-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, see Discussion section for details   0.012       Extrapolated, see Discussion section for details
  First‐order absorption model                                                                                                                                                      
  Fa                                               0.7/0.5/0.6          Solution fasted/capsule fasted/capsule fed[a](#psp412449-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                           
  ka (hour^−1^)                                    0.45/0.2/0.25                                                                                                                    
  *f* ~u,gut~                                      1                    Assumed                                                                                         1           Assumed
  *Q* ~gut~ (L/hour)                               13.7                 Simcyp predicted                                                                                             
  Caco‐2 *P* ~app~ (10^−6^ cm/second)              2.5                  WG                                                                                                           
  Peff (10^−4^ cm/second)                          3.75                 Predicted with scalar of 14.1                                                                                
  ADAM absorption model (for capsule fasted/fed)   IR                                                                                                                                
  Intrinsic solubility (mg/mL)                     0.15                 pH 1.1, Taupitz 2013 [42](#psp412449-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}                                               
  FaSSIF/FeSSIF                                    0.007/0.005          WG                                                                                                           
  Caco‐2 P~app~ (10^−6^ cm/second)                 2.5                  WG                                                                                                           
  Peff (10^−4^ cm/second)                          1.3                  Predicted with scalar of 4.57                                                                                
  Dissolution                                      Predicted            Diffusion layer model                                                                                        
  Particle size (μm)                               3                                                                                                                                 
  Density (g/mL)                                   1.2                                                                                                                               
  Minimal + SAC PBPK distribution model                                                                                                                                             
  *V* ~ss~ (L/kg)                                  4.75                 Simcyp predicted, method 1                                                                      4.72        Simcyp predicted, method 1
  *V* ~sac~ (L/kg)                                 3                    Best fit[a](#psp412449-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                                2.5         Best fit[a](#psp412449-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}
  *K* ~in~/*K* ~out~ (1/hour)                      0.2/0.1              Best fit[a](#psp412449-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                                0.005/0     Best fit[a](#psp412449-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}
  Elimination                                                                                                                                                                       
  *V* ~max~ (CYP3A4) pmol/minute/mg protein        44.5                 WG                                                                                              23          WG
  *K* ~m,u~ (CYP3A4) (μM)                          0.0233               WG                                                                                              0.0399      WG
  CL~R~ (L/hour)                                   0                                                                                                                    0            
  Active uptake into hepatocyte                    3.5                  Estimated to best describe ITZ IV CL[a](#psp412449-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                    --           
  CYP inhibition                                                                                                                                                                    
  *K* ~i,u~ (μM) on CYP3A4                         0.0010               WG, microsomes                                                                                  0.0082      WG, microsomes

ADAM, advanced dissolution, absorption, and metabolism; B/P ratio, blood/plasma partition ratio; Caco‐2, heterogeneous human epithelial colorectal adenocarcinoma cells; CL, clearance; CLR, renal clearance; CYP, cytochrome P450; CYP3A, cytochrome P450 3A; fa, fraction absorbed (three different values correspond to three different formulation/food states, for a given formulation/food state, the same fa is used in the model simulation regardless of the dose levels); FaSSIF, Fasted State Simulated Intestinal Fluid; FeSSIF, Fed State Simulated Intestinal Fluid; *f* ~u,p~, free fraction in plasma; *f* ~u,gut~, free fraction in gut enterocyte; IR, immediate release; ITZ, itraconazole; IV, intravenous; ka, absorption rate constant; *K* ~i,u~, unbound concentration of IC50/2; *k* ~in~, rate constant from systemic compartment to SAC; *K* ~m,u~, unbound concentration of substrate to achieve half *V* ~max~; *k* ~out~, rate constant from SAC compartment to the systemic compartment; logP~(o:w)~, calculated octanol‐water partition coefficient; MW, molecular weight; OH‐ITZ, hydroxyitraconazole; *P* ~app~, apparent permeability; PBPK, physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic; *P*eff, effective permeability; pKa, acid dissociation constant; *Q* ~gut~, nominal flow through the gut; SAC, single adjusting compartment; *V* ~max~, maximum rate of reaction; *V* ~sac~, volume of the single adjusted compartment; *V* ~ss~, volume of distribution at steady state; WG, working group, these parameters are from *in vitro* measurements by working group companies.

These parameters were adjusted or estimated to best fit to the observed data.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

### PBPK model for ITZ {#psp412449-sec-0009}

#### Absorption {#psp412449-sec-0010}

Both oral solution and capsule dosage forms of ITZ are commonly used. Both formulations show a food effect, with the solution giving higher exposure in the fasted state, whereas the capsules give higher exposures with food.[12](#psp412449-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#psp412449-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} To maximize the exposures in DDI studies, it has been recommended that the solution be administered in the fasted state. If capsules are preferred, then adequate exposures are achievable if dosed with food.[3](#psp412449-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, even though three absorption models for solution (fasted) and capsule (fasted and fed) were built initially, the model verification was focused on the solution under fasted conditions and the capsule under fed conditions.

Both first‐order and advanced dissolution, absorption, and metabolism (ADAM) models were built, and their performance in predicting ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK was evaluated. In the first‐order absorption model, the fraction absorbed (fa) and rate constant (ka) for ITZ solution (fasted) and capsule (fed and fasted) were determined using a top‐down approach based on previously published clinical data.[4](#psp412449-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} For the ADAM model, a "bottom‐up" approach was used in which the cumulative absorption across gastrointestinal segments was predicted based on the pH solubility and dissolution profile predicted from *in vitro* data (solubility, permeability, Fasted and Fed State Simulated Intestinal Fluid (FaSSIF and FeSSIF), particle size, etc.). The human jejunum effective permeability (Peff, man) was predicted from heterogeneous human epithelial colorectal adenocarcinoma cells (Caco‐2) data ([**Table S3**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The unbound fraction in the gut (*f* ~u,gut~) was assumed to be 1.

#### Distribution {#psp412449-sec-0011}

The *V* ~ss~ was predicted using tissue composition equations[32](#psp412449-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} with *in vitro* data (octanol--water partition coefficient, logP, acid dissociation constant, pKa, *f* ~u,p~; **Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). To capture the multiphasic plasma concentration‐time profile of ITZ, the Simcyp minimal PBPK (which treats all organs other than the intestine and liver as a single compartment[33](#psp412449-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} plus a single adjusting compartment (SAC)) distribution model was selected. The final values of the apparent volume of SAC (*V* ~sac~), the rate constant from systemic compartment to SAC (*K* ~in~), and the rate constant from SAC compartment to the systemic compartment (*K* ~out~) were determined based on simulations that best described the shape of observed ITZ intravenous PK profile[10](#psp412449-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} ([**Figure S1**](#psp412449-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

#### CL {#psp412449-sec-0012}

*In vitro* enzyme kinetic parameters (maximum rate of reaction (*V* ~max~) and unbound concentration of substrate to achieve half *V* ~max~ (*K* ~m,u~)) determined by the WG were incorporated into the model and assigned to CYP3A4 mediated metabolism (**Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

#### CYP3A4 inhibition by ITZ {#psp412449-sec-0013}

The *K* ~*i*,u~ for ITZ calculated from the half maximal inhibitory unbound concentration (IC~50,u~) generated using MDZ as a substrate in human liver microsomes by the WG was input into the model (**Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

### PBPK model for OH‐ITZ {#psp412449-sec-0014}

#### Formation {#psp412449-sec-0015}

The elimination of ITZ is predominantly via CYP3A4‐mediated metabolism to form OH‐ITZ.[10](#psp412449-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#psp412449-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#psp412449-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the CL of ITZ served as the formation CL of OH‐ITZ in the model.

#### Distribution {#psp412449-sec-0016}

The *V* ~ss~ for OH‐ITZ was predicted with *in vitro* data as described for ITZ (**Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). The Simcyp minimal distribution model with a SAC was used to capture the shape of OH‐ITZ concentration‐time profile after intravenous administration of ITZ.

#### CL {#psp412449-sec-0017}

*In vitro V* ~max~ and *K* ~m,u~ values determined by the WG were used to parameterize the CL of OH‐ITZ and were assigned to CYP3A4 (**Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

#### CYP3A4 inhibition by OH‐ITZ {#psp412449-sec-0018}

The *K* ~i,u~ for OH‐ITZ calculated from the IC~50,u~ generated using MDZ as a substrate in human liver microsomes by the WG was input into the model (**Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

PBPK model verification {#psp412449-sec-0019}
-----------------------

### Verification of PBPK model for ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK predictions {#psp412449-sec-0020}

The performance of the PBPK model was verified using PK data from the WG. In addition to the mean plasma‐concentration time profiles, information on dosage form, dose regimen, and fed status were available for all studies used in the model verification, whereas age, gender, and body weight information were only available for some data sets. Of 17 clinical studies, 16 were selected for model verification based on whether sufficient data were available ([**Table S1**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The simulations were performed using 10 virtual trials of 10 healthy volunteers aged 20--50 years and a 1:1 female‐to‐male ratio. For ITZ‐solution PK studies, the first‐order absorption model was used, and for the capsule, both the first‐order and ADAM models were used. The dose regimens in the virtual trials were identical to those used in the clinical studies. Agreement between the simulated and observed ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK profiles was evaluated by overlaying the simulated mean concentration‐time profiles with mean clinical data.

### Verification of the PBPK model for ITZ DDI predictions {#psp412449-sec-0021}

Verification of the model to predict the magnitude of DDI between ITZ and seven CYP3A4 substrates (MDZ, paroxetine, quinidine, repaglinide, simvastatin, triazolam, and zolpidem) was performed by simulating DDIs from 20 reported clinical studies. The Healthy Volunteers Population in Simcyp was used with 10 trials and 10 subjects per trial. The simulated age range and fraction of female subjects were as reported for each clinical trial. If the fraction of females was not reported, a value of 0.5 was assigned. For a few clinical studies, there was limited dosing information. If there was no mention of dose staggering, it was assumed that the victim drug was dosed simultaneously with ITZ. When dosing in the fed or fasted state was not mentioned, the fasted state was assumed. The default Simcyp compound files for the seven CYP3A4 substrates were used.[7](#psp412449-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#psp412449-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Descriptions of the simulated trials are provided in [**Table S2**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For each clinical trial, the area under the concentration‐time curve (AUC) and maximum plasma concentration (C~max~) ratios were reported as arithmetic means or geometric mean ratios. The percent prediction error (PE) was calculated for the AUC and C~max~ ratios as shown in Eq. [(1)](#psp412449-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The guest criteria were then followed to assess model predictability.[37](#psp412449-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} $$\text{Prediction\ error\ (PE)} = \frac{\text{Predicted\ value‐Observed\ value}}{\text{Observed\ value}} \times 100$$

ITZ clinical DDI study design {#psp412449-sec-0022}
-----------------------------

The PBPK model was used to simulate various clinical scenarios to verify the IQ CPLG recommendations or to recommend an alternative optimal DDI study design. Oral MDZ (2 mg) was used as a probe CYP3A4 substrate with ITZ administered as a solution in the fasted state or a capsule in the fed state. The various simulated clinical study design scenarios including those previously recommended by the IQ CPLG[3](#psp412449-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} are illustrated in **Figure ** [2](#psp412449-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and detailed as follows:

![Study design for clinical scenarios simulated using itraconazole (ITZ) and hydroxyitraconazole (OH‐ITZ) physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models. CPLG, Clinical Pharmacology Leadership Group; b.i.d., twice a day; MDZ, midazolam; q.d., once a day.](PSP4-8-685-g002){#psp412449-fig-0002}

Impact of total duration (4, 6, or 8 days) of 200 mg once daily (q.d.) ITZ administration (MDZ administered on day 4).Impact of substrate administration on different days (days 4, 6, or 8) with ITZ administration for 14 days. The different dose regimens of ITZ simulated were (i) 200 mg q.d.; (ii) 200 mg twice daily (b.i.d.) loading dose on day 1, 200 mg q.d. thereafter; (iii) 200 mg b.i.d. on day 1 and 100 mg b.i.d. thereafter; (d) 400 mg q.d. on day 1 and 200 mg q.d. thereafter.Impact of timing of MDZ administered on day 4, either simultaneously or 1, 2, or 3 hours post--ITZ dosing, 200 mg q.d. for 4, 6, or 8 days (0, 2, or 4 days post--MDZ dose).

Lastly, the impact of substrate half‐life was evaluated. The MDZ compound file was modified to create a hypothetical range of half‐lives by varying *V* ~ss~, with all other parameters unchanged.

Results {#psp412449-sec-0023}
=======

Data collection---*in vitro* data {#psp412449-sec-0024}
---------------------------------

Physicochemical properties for ITZ and its metabolites generated by the WG are summarized in [**Table S3**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The *in vitro* binding data, enzyme kinetics, and CYP3A4 inhibition data for ITZ and its metabolites generated by the WG in comparison with the literature data are summarized in [**Table S4**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

PBPK models for ITZ and OH‐ITZ {#psp412449-sec-0025}
------------------------------

The contribution of each circulating metabolite to the total inhibition was estimated based on *in vitro* and clinical data generated by the WG. The mean unbound plasma concentration‐time data for ITZ and three metabolites from four studies (ITZ solution 200 mg q.d.) were plotted and compared with the unbound *in vitro* CYP3A4 *K* ~i~ values ([**Figure S3**](#psp412449-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data show unbound plasma concentrations of ITZ and OH‐ITZ are above the unbound CYP3A4 *K* ~i~ values up to approximately 5 hours and 12 hours, respectively, after dosing on day 4, whereas the unbound plasma concentrations for keto‐ITZ and ND‐ITZ are approximately 10‐fold to 20‐fold lower than the unbound *in vitro K* ~i~ values. This suggests that keto‐ITZ and ND‐ITZ are unlikely to contribute to the inhibition of CYP3A4. Therefore, the developed PBPK model was restricted to ITZ and OH‐ITZ.

The model input parameters are shown in **Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The *V* ~ss~ was predicted to be 4.75 L/kg for ITZ and 4.72 L/kg for OH‐ITZ. In comparison to the full PBPK distribution model, the minimal distribution model more appropriately described the shape of the concentration‐time profile for both ITZ and OH‐ITZ. The elimination of ITZ and OH‐ITZ was parameterized with *in vitro* CYP3A4 enzyme kinetic parameters. The *K* ~m,u~ and *V* ~max~ were 0.0233 μM and 44.5 pmol/minute/mg protein for ITZ and 0.0399 μM and 23.0 pmol/minute/mg protein for OH‐ITZ, respectively. For ITZ, the *in vitro* metabolism data underpredicted the *in vivo* CL of ITZ (\~9 L/hour predicted, \~21 L/hour observed at 100 mg i.v. dose).[10](#psp412449-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#psp412449-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} One hypothesis to explain the higher *in vivo* ITZ CL is the contribution of hepatic uptake of ITZ through transporters because both *in vitro* human hepatic uptake experiments and preclinical *in vivo* data suggest that ITZ is a substrate for hepatic uptake transporters (details in the [**Supplemental Material**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To account for this, a scaling factor of 3.5 was incorporated into the model to recover the observed CL. The resulting model captured the observed PK profile of ITZ and the formation of OH‐ITZ after intravenous administration of 50, 100, 200, and 300 mg ITZ ([**Figure S1**](#psp412449-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

For the first‐order absorption model, the fa and ka for the ITZ solution (fasted) and capsule (fasted and fed) obtained using a top‐down approach[4](#psp412449-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} are listed in **Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The ADAM absorption model underpredicted the observed ITZ exposure. An increase of the Peff,man predicted based on the measured permeability data was needed to capture the observed data. To describe the food effect of ITZ dosed as a capsule, the fed‐state gastric emptying time was adjusted from 1 to 2.1 hours. The final parameters for the ADAM model, built using a middle‐out approach, are listed in **Table ** [1](#psp412449-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, and the simulated ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK profiles from the orally dosed ITZ capsule in the fed state are presented in [**Figure S2**](#psp412449-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

PBPK model verification {#psp412449-sec-0026}
-----------------------

### Verification of the PBPK model for ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK prediction {#psp412449-sec-0027}

The ability of the model to predict ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK was evaluated against 16 multiple‐dose ITZ PK studies that were not used in model development ([**Table S1**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The simulated vs. observed PK profiles are presented in **Figure ** [3](#psp412449-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} **and** [**Figure S4**](#psp412449-sup-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Overall, the simulations captured the observed data for both solution and capsule ITZ studies under the fasted and fed states. In general, the accumulation of ITZ and OH‐ITZ concentrations over time were reasonably described by the model, with accumulation ratios of \~2‐fold for ITZ and \~3.5‐fold for OH‐ITZ after 200 mg q.d. or 200 mg b.i.d. on day 1 followed by 200 mg q.d. of ITZ in solution (fasted) or capsule (fed). Little difference was observed between the first‐order and ADAM absorption models for the capsule administered under fed conditions (**Figure ** [3](#psp412449-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} **e,f,h,i**). The clinical studies differed in their study design and time of blood sampling, so head‐to‐head C~max~ and AUC comparisons were not conducted.

![Physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model simulated vs. observed itraconazole (ITZ) and hydroxyitraconazole (OH‐ITZ) plasma concentration--time profiles. (**a, b**) Simulated (by first‐order absorption model) and observed ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK profiles after multiple doses of 200 mg once daily ITZ solution under fasted conditions. Observed data are from seven different studies. (**c, d**) Simulated (by first‐order absorption model) and observed ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK profiles after 200 mg twice a day on day 1 followed by 200 mg once‐daily (q.d.) dosing of ITZ solution under fasted conditions. Observed data are from three different studies. (**e, f**) Simulated (by ADAM absorption model) and observed ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK profiles after 200 mg q.d. dosing of ITZ capsules under fasted and fed conditions. Observed data are from four different studies, two of which had OH‐ITZ concentration measurements. (**h, i**) Simulated (by first‐order absorption model) and observed ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK profiles after 200 mg q.d. dosing of ITZ capsules under fed conditions. Observed data are from four different studies, two of which reported OH‐ITZ concentrations. For all panels, black lines represent the simulated mean concentration and the dotted lines represent standard derivation of 100 individuals (10 trials of 10 subjects per trial) simulated. The clinical study numbers correspond to the study descriptions in [**Table S1**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. ADAM, advanced dissolution, absorption, and metabolism.](PSP4-8-685-g003){#psp412449-fig-0003}

### Verification of the PBPK model for ITZ DDI prediction {#psp412449-sec-0028}

The predicted ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK profiles are comparable between the first‐order and ADAM absorption models, therefore, in view of some limitations in simulating DDIs with the current ADAM model (see [**Supplementary Material**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the first‐order absorption model was used to simulate DDIs. The overall performance of the current ITZ and OH‐ITZ PBPK models for predicting CYP3A4‐mediated DDIs between ITZ and seven substrates with various fraction metabolized by CYP3A (f~m,CYP3A~) values was found to be acceptable ([**Table S5**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the 24 observed and predicted AUC ratios, 22 (92%) were within or at the guest criteria, with only one trial at or below the twofold boundary. Of the 19 observed and predicted C~max~ ratios, 18 (95%) were within or at the guest criteria limit, with no simulated DDI beyond the twofold boundary (**Figure ** [4](#psp412449-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the percent error of the predicted AUC ratios from the two ITZ and intravenous MDZ DDI studies were relatively low at −16% and −22%, respectively, suggesting good model performance in predicting hepatic CYP3A4‐mediated DDIs.

![Observed vs. predicted AUC ratio (**a**) and C~max~ ratio (**b**) of CYP3A substrates in the presence and absence of ITZ. AUC, area under the concentration‐time curve; C~max~, maximum plasma concentration; CYP3A, cytochrome P450 3A; i.v., intravenous.](PSP4-8-685-g004){#psp412449-fig-0004}

Recommendation of ITZ clinical DDI study design {#psp412449-sec-0029}
-----------------------------------------------

The results of the simulations with different study designs are presented in **Figures ** [5](#psp412449-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} **and** [6](#psp412449-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. As expected, a longer duration of ITZ dosing preadministration and postadministration of MDZ led to a greater magnitude of DDI. Higher AUC ratios were seen when a loading dose of ITZ (200 mg b.i.d. or 400 mg q.d.) was given on day 1, followed by a 200 mg dose q.d. thereafter. In addition, higher AUC ratios were seen for the ITZ solution (fasted; **Figure ** [5](#psp412449-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} **a**) when compared with the capsule (fed; **Figure** [5](#psp412449-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} **b**). However, the trends with respect to the number of days of ITZ dosing prior to MDZ, duration of administration, and loading dose are similar between the capsule (fed) and solution (fasted) (**Figure** [5](#psp412449-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} **a,b**). Although the simulations of dose staggering showed that a slightly higher DDI ratio was obtained for the solution (fasted) when MDZ was simultaneously dosed with ITZ and for the capsule (fed) when MDZ was dosed 1 hour after administration of ITZ, the difference was not significant in either case (**Figure** [6](#psp412449-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). For both formulations, the maximal inhibitory effect declined if MDZ was dosed 2 hours after ITZ administration. Finally, the simulations of ITZ interaction with a hypothetical substrate indicated that continuing ITZ dosing for 4--5 substrate half‐life post--substrate administration is necessary to reach maximal interaction ([**Figure S5**](#psp412449-sup-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Effect of length of itraconazole (ITZ) dosing and administration of a loading dose on the predicted AUC ratio of midazolam (MDZ). (**a**) Plot for ITZ dosed as a solution in the fasted state. (**b**) Plot for ITZ dosed as capsule in the fed state. The effect of length of ITZ dosing post--MDZ dose corresponds to **Figure 2, part 1**. The effect of length of ITZ dosing pre--MDZ dose and effect of a loading dose correspond to **Figure 2, part 2a--2c**. b.i.d., twice a day; CPLG, Clinical Pharmacology Leadership Group; DDI, drug--drug interaction; q.d., once a day.](PSP4-8-685-g005){#psp412449-fig-0005}

![Effect of timing of midazolam (MDZ) dose with respect to itraconazole (ITZ) on predicted area under the concentration‐time curve (AUC) ratio of MDZ (corresponding to study design in **Figure 2, part 3**).](PSP4-8-685-g006){#psp412449-fig-0006}

Discussion {#psp412449-sec-0030}
==========

*In vitro* data {#psp412449-sec-0031}
---------------

ITZ is highly lipophilic, making an accurate measurement of *f* ~u,p~ a challenge. In a recent independent IQ effort, a mean *f* ~u,p~ value of 0.0015 for ITZ was reported (generated across 11 companies).[38](#psp412449-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Considering that this is the most recent large data set obtained, this value was selected for our model. In both the WG (*f* ~u,p~ ITZ‐0.001 and OH‐ITZ‐0.0084) and previously published (*f* ~u,p~ ITZ‐0.002 and OH‐ITZ‐0.017[39](#psp412449-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) data sets, the OH‐ITZ *f* ~u,p~ was approximately eightfold greater than ITZ. Therefore, we used *f* ~u,p~ = 0.012 (0.0015 × 8) for OH‐ITZ, which was in the range of the previously reported value and the data generated by the WG.

The *f* ~u,mic~ of ITZ determined by the WG was similar to values reported in the literature. However, all three metabolites were found to have higher *f* ~u,mic~ values than previously reported,[34](#psp412449-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} with ND‐ITZ showing the largest difference (0.026 at 0.025 mg/mL using tube adsorption method vs. 0.70 obtained by the WG using equilibrium dialysis). The *f* ~u,mic~ generated by the WG brings the value up to the same range as the other ITZ metabolites, which is expected based on their similar physicochemical properties ([**Table S3**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Our analysis using the *in vitro* data (CYP3A4 *K* ~i~, *f* ~u,mic~, and *f* ~u,p~) and clinical PK data confirms the significant contributions of ITZ and OH‐ITZ on the inhibition of CYP3A4 and low likelihood of significant contributions from keto‐ITZ and ND‐ITZ. Our findings are generally consistent with the minimal role of keto‐ITZ reported by Templeton *et al*.[17](#psp412449-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} However, for ND‐ITZ, Templeton *et al*. reported an estimated 30--40% contribution to the total CYP3A4 inhibition.[17](#psp412449-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#psp412449-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} This discrepancy was traced to the *f* ~u,mic~ used to correct the ND‐ITZ *K* ~i~, as described previously. Taken together with the apparent *K* ~i~ obtained in microsomes, ND‐ITZ was approximately 40‐fold less potent than previous reported ([**Table S4**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Assuming unbound liver concentrations of keto‐ITZ and ND‐ITZ are not markedly greater than unbound plasma concentrations, this suggests that neither metabolite likely contributes significantly to the inhibitory effects following ITZ administration.

ITZ and OH‐ITZ PBPK models {#psp412449-sec-0032}
--------------------------

The PBPK model was built using the newly generated *in vitro* data and verified using 16 sets of clinical data provided by the WG. Although the bottom‐up approach was used for model development, the adjustment of some parameters was necessary to best describe the observed data. The minimal distribution model was employed to accurately capture the shape of ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK curve. Although further characterization of the full distribution model in describing ITZ and OH‐ITZ PK shape is of great interest, the minimal distribution model used in our PBPK model was considered adequate for simulating ITZ DDI that mainly happen in the liver and intestine during first‐pass metabolism. Nevertheless, when compared with the existing models, the current work provides a greater mechanistic understanding of ITZ PK and DDI characteristics. Comparisons of model parameters and DDI predictions between the WG model and the Simcyp model are provided in the [**Supplementary Material**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To appropriately describe the significant accumulation, robust measurements of *K* ~m~, *V* ~max~, CYP3A4 *K* ~i~, *f* ~u,p~, and *f* ~u,mic~ for ITZ and OH‐ITZ were obtained by the WG. To understand the underprediction of ITZ CL from *in vitro* enzyme kinetic data, different causes including higher *V* ~max~ and lower *K* ~m,u~ *in vivo* as well as active hepatic uptake of ITZ were hypothesized. Hepatic uptake was incorporated into the model based on the totality of *in vitro* human hepatocyte and *in vivo* preclinical evidence. However, studies to further understand the mechanism of hepatic uptake and the use of quantitative transporter kinetic data to describe this process were not explored in current study. To understand the impact of the CYP3A4 *K* ~i~ on the accumulation after repeat dosing, sensitivity analyses were conducted with the *K* ~i~ determined from various sources, including the *K* ~i~ determined by the WG in microsomes with MDZ and testosterone as substrates and the *K* ~i~ determined in hepatocytes in the presence of plasma with MDZ as a substrate.[41](#psp412449-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Although all of the above enabled the model to predict significant accumulations of ITZ and OH‐ITZ, the simulation using the *K* ~i~ value obtained from the IC~50~ measurements in microsomes with MDZ as a substrate (*n* = 4 determined by the WG) best described the accumulation of ITZ and OH‐ITZ based on the clinical data used for the model development. Although the model has been verified with existing clinical data for the prediction of ITZ and OH‐ITZ accumulation under commonly used clinical dose regimens (e.g., 200 mg once daily dose or one twice daily loading dose followed by once daily dosing), additional verification of the model to describe twice daily dosing for multiple days is necessary once more clinical data become available.

The performance of the ADAM absorption model built using a middle‐out approach is comparable with the first‐order absorption model in terms of predicting human PK. The initial attempt of using a mechanistic absorption model to predict ITZ DDI is based on the hypothesis that a more accurate prediction of DDI in the gut could be achieved when the gut enterocyte concentration, instead of the portal vein concentration, is used as the interacting concentration, as structured in ADAM model. However, this will only happen (the gut enterocyte concentration as the interacting concentration) in Simcyp when both the substrate and inhibitor (ITZ) are modeled with ADAM absorption. Because very few substrates with validated ADAM models are available in Simcyp, the benefit of the mechanistic absorption modeling of ITZ as an inhibitor is not apparent when the substrates are modeled with first‐order absorption. In addition, the simulations using ITZ with first‐order and ADAM absorption models indicated that as long as the simulated plasma concentrations are comparable, the simulated DDI using portal vein concentration as interacting concentration is very comparable between the two absorption models ([**Figure S6**](#psp412449-sup-0006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, DDI simulations using ITZ with the ADAM model was deemed unnecessary, especially considering the longer simulation times required. Furthermore, the food effect on inhibitors with the ADAM model cannot be simulated in Simcyp V16 ([**Supplementary Material**](#psp412449-sup-0007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### ITZ DDI predictions {#psp412449-sec-0033}

Using the guest criteria (**Figure** [4](#psp412449-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), 22 trials (of 24) were predicted within or at the limit. Considering the complexity and variability of the ITZ clinical data[35](#psp412449-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} used in the model verification, the performance of the PBPK model developed is considered acceptable for prospective ITZ DDI risk assessment for new chemical entities as CYP3A substrates. However, the estimation of f~m,CYP3A~ in the liver and gut wall for a new chemical entity using retrospective simulations by the PBPK model may require sensitivity analysis on key determinants of the parameters.

### ITZ DDI study design {#psp412449-sec-0034}

In general, the DDI simulations from the PBPK model developed in this work largely confirmed the study design proposed by the IQ CPLG.[3](#psp412449-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The simulation results support the following recommendations for an improved study design of ITZ DDI. Longer administration of ITZ (\>3 days, closer to the steady state) prior to MDZ dosing increased the inhibitory effects but should be balanced with the total duration of the ITZ administration (approximately 14 days) by considering the half‐life of the substrate, especially for the long half‐life substrates. The CPLG recommended a run‐in period (3 days) provided reasonable inhibitory effects.A loading dose of 200 mg b.i.d. or 400 mg q.d. on day 1 showed the highest inhibitory effects; however, it should be used with caution for safety reasons. This approach could be useful for long half‐life victim compounds, when the coverage of ITZ is needed for 4--5 half‐lives of the substrate and the total dosing time of ITZ is limited to approximately 14 days.Our study shows that the dose staggering of MDZ and ITZ (simultaneous vs. 1 hour after) has no significant impact on ITZ DDI, which could provide a practical advantage beyond that recommended by the CPLG.A sensitivity analysis of the substrate half‐life confirmed the recommendation from the CPLG[3](#psp412449-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} about covering 4--5 half‐lives post--substrate administration to reach maximal interaction.
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**Figure S2**. Simulated vs. observed ITZ (**a**) and OH‐ITZ (**b**) PK profiles from an orally dosed 200 mg ITZ capsule under fed conditions; simulation using the advanced dissolution, absorption, and metabolism (ADAM) absorption model.
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